
 

KEYMACRO is the first smartphone based smart-keycard reader. It is the first mobile-phone
compatible card reader and it is a whole new world for the card management and payment industry.
KeyMACRO will be released on February 2013. KEYMACRO is the world's first card reader
solution designed for the mobile phone. It is a whole new world for the card management and
payment industry. It can provide the most powerful, efficient and reliable card management platform
to replace POS. It will be the most innovative way to replace the legacy systems. KEYMACRO
features include: 1. Intelligent Card Reader: KEYMACRO uses standard TAN format card as the
security key which is issued by many financial institutions and commercial banks. It is a highly secure
and reliable mode of electronic payment in the financial transaction industry. It can support VISA,
Mastercard, American Express, etc. 2. Perfect Memory: KEYMACRO is equipped with 128MB
secure storage and supports SD card up to 32GB in capacity. The card reader and SD card slot design
meets to meet all high security requirements. 3. Practical and Easy: KEYMACRO is designed to be a
hand-held reader. It is powered by a strong and reliable rechargeable battery and card reader function
can be used on the move without the use of power adapter. 4. Automatic and Efficient: All the card
transactions are controlled by KEYMACRO's onboard built-in microprocessor which makes it truly
portable and powerful. The high card encryption algorithm makes it more reliable. 5.
Communication: The communication mode between the card reader and the host system is USB 2.0,
and the data can be transmitted through internet or WAN network. It can be connected to any kind of
computer systems to receive and upload data. 6. Intelligent: The advanced APP (Android OS based)
allows the users to do the simple functions through the APP interface. It can be used as a data
manager and client. Keymacro Features: 1. Compact Design: as mobile, handheld card reader 2.
Advanced Function: Android APP, support the variety of TAN format card 3. Intelligent Solution:
recognize different credit card type and host system 4. Powerful, Secure, Reliable and Low Cost:
TAN format card, 128MB storage, built-in processor for Card Reader and SD card slot 5. Secure and
Safe: one layer 256-bit AES encryption algorithm, high card-reader throughput 6. Support Payment
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* Start walking * Toggle between walk and run * Toggle running with pressed RAlt * Toggle walking
with pressed P * Toggle walking and running with O * Toggle between walk and run and enable auto-
move with Shift * Toggle running with pressed Shift * Toggle walking with pressed Shift * Toggle
walking and run with Q * Toggle running with pressed Q * Toggle walking with pressed Q * Toggle
running with pressed Q * Toggle walking and running with Z * Toggle running with pressed Z *
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Toggle walking with pressed Z * Toggle walking and run with X * Toggle running with pressed X *
Toggle walking with pressed X * Toggle walking and run with C * Toggle running with pressed C *
Toggle walking with pressed C * Toggle walking and run with V * Toggle running with pressed V *
Toggle walking with pressed V * Toggle walking and run with B * Toggle running with pressed B *
Toggle walking with pressed B * Toggle walking and run with N * Toggle running with pressed N *
Toggle walking with pressed N * Toggle walking and run with M * Toggle running with pressed M *
Toggle walking with pressed M * Toggle walking and run with F * Toggle running with pressed F *
Toggle walking with pressed F * Toggle walking and run with G * Toggle running with pressed G *
Toggle walking with pressed G * Toggle walking and run with J * Toggle running with pressed J *
Toggle walking with pressed J * Toggle walking and run with K * Toggle running with pressed K *
Toggle walking with pressed K * Toggle walking and run with L * Toggle running with pressed L *
Toggle walking with pressed L * Toggle walking and run with U * Toggle running with pressed U *
Toggle walking with pressed U * Toggle walking and run with I * Toggle running with pressed I *
Toggle walking with pressed I * Toggle walking and run with S * Toggle running with pressed S *
Toggle walking with pressed S * Toggle walking and run with D * Toggle running with pressed D *
Toggle walking with pressed D * Toggle walking and run with T * Toggle running with pressed T *
Toggle walking with pressed T * Toggle walking and run with T * Toggle running with pressed T *
Toggle walking with pressed T * Toggle walking and run with W * Toggle running with pressed W *
Toggle walking with pressed W * Toggle walking 
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